G/15 Nanubhai Tower, Nr Maheshana Garba Ground, Nizampura,
Vadodara-24 Cell no: 9904223712 / 9824161147
email:balpeshbhatt@yahoo.com/pravin_desar@yahoo.co.in
Web: tristarenterprise.in

To,

,

Dear Sir

TRISTAR ENTERPRISE was established in 2011 and having a group of senior designers, engineers
and experienced construction team. Our company is a large-scale high-tech enterprise which is
a collection of large-scale music fountain, water screen film, laser projection imaging, stage
lighting sound, background music, water-saving irrigation, craft art sculptures, fountain
sprinkler series products and related equipment production management and fountain,
swimming pool,landscaping,etc.

FIRST GRADE SUPPLIER FOR FOUNTAIN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Professional fountain and water space project design proposal.
Fountain installation on site. (We sent professional engineers to your place)
Fountain pool's civil construction drawing instruction.
14-year fountain project experience for fountain project
2-5-year warranty, more than 10 years lift span

WHAT WE DO?
1. Outdoor garden and indoor fountain
2. Multimedia Water show
3. Water Purification of River and Swimming Pool
4. Landscape Architecture Planning
5. Irrigation System

OUR SERVICE
1. Material Selection
2. Professional Design
3. Economical Installation
4. After sale service, we supply 2 -5 years’ guaranty and lifetime maintenance, we’ll always
be available at phone or email, and will give the solution in 24 hours' time.
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Outdoor fountain
Styles of Outdoor Garden Water Fountains
There are many different styles and types of fountains for your garden. Ranging from classic
fountains that have a tiered shape, where water will flow from one layer to another to very
modern fountains that have sharp, sleek clean lines where water flows in a single stream into a
larger basin, garden fountains are available for any outdoor decor. Choosing a style for your
garden fountain should depend on your own personal taste as well as the style of your garden.
You will want to make sure that if you have existing garden accents such as planters or statues,
that your garden fountain will complement those existing features. For classic statues like
religious figurines or simple urns, Classic Tiered Garden Fountains typically work the best. For
modern rock gardens in desert locations, more contemporary fountains that have sleek lines
and very little detailing will help keep your water feature in tune with your existing landscape.
Appearance of Outdoor Fountains:
Outdoor Fountains are a growing trend in many backyards and landscapes. The element of
water is known to add relaxation to just about an outdoor area. These fountains are often used
to help drown out unwanted outdoor noises such as neighbours, heavy traffic, or barking dogs.
In addition to the sounds they make, outdoor fountains can add a focal point to an empty
backyard or even front yard. Planting flowers or pots near your outdoor water features will help
brighten up a space and make it an inviting garden accent.

Indoor fountain
Adding an Indoor Fountain to your home or office can help you reap rewards both physically
and mentally. Indoor fountains help promote healthy skin because they add moisture into the
air that the fountain surrounds. While sleeping, indoor fountains can help improve your REM
sleep allowing you to wake up more rested each day. When placed in a work place
environment, indoor fountains can help your patients relax while they wait for their
appointment and can also help when placed on a desktop as they allow you a moment to relax
and enjoy the calm, repetitive sound of water flowing. For students that find studying difficult,
indoor fountains can help tension by relaxing the mind. Indoor water features also create
negative ions. These negative ions are good for you and are found in natural environments such
as the beach or in the mountains. Indoor fountains create these negative ions helping rid the
indoor environment of many allergens. Indoor fountains also add humidity in the air, which is a
wonderful element when you are finding that your home is dry and in need of a bit of humidity.
Additional to health benefits, indoor fountain adds a beautiful focal point to many different
rooms. In the Kitchen, indoor fountains can be used as a centrepiece on a kitchen or dining
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room table or as an accent piece on the counter tops. Floor indoor fountains can be used as
dividers between two rooms, using a mirror type fountain or glass fountain, you can even open
up the area with a soothing water feature. Indoor fountains also have an added benefit when
trying to follow Fang shui principles. Indoor fountains are available in many different shapes
and sizes, adding an indoor fountain has very many health benefits as well as visual benefits
and can increase the positive energy in any room.
Adding an indoor fountain to business waiting rooms is a great way to keep people at ease and
their anxiety away. The soothing sounds of flowing water give a positive element for people to
focus on while they wait. They are also great conversation starts for a room that seems stark
and dull. Adding a water feature to an office also adds all the positive elements you would
receive by placing one in your home.

Multi Media Show
Multimedia shows combine several media to create a fascinating, emotionalizing ensemble of
different (audio-)visual effects.
Combined Shows - Laser & Video
Both, laser and video, have their advantages in different types of projection. By combining both
technologies even more emotionalizing and fascinating effects are possible: 3D mapping, laser
outing of projection etc.
The combination of laser and video in one multimedia show also provides new possibilities in
terms of reach and scale of the projections. Please ask us for details on how we could make a
perfect multimedia show for you!
Many customers use a laser & video show combination for:


car presentations and -launches



3D mapping projections on buildings and objects



laser cutting: outlining & emphasizing a projection



Cruise Ship shows



Billboard Advertising



Corporate shows



etc.

Laser and Water Show
Water shows themselves are spectacular events, especially as they are only common in certain
parts of the world. Water shows have the huge advantage of the emerging and disappearing of
fountains and water surfaces - that are perfect for laser projections. Hydro shields (emerging
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form the water surface) and water screens (consisting of water drops falling) are projection
surfaces that are used for most bigger multimedia shows.
Laser and water effects combined in one show can be seen at:


amusement parks



multimedia entertainment shows



huge fountains in front of casinos



etc.

Full Range Multi Media Show
A real full range multimedia show is more than a combination of single media - it's an ensemble
of professionally synchronized and harmonized emotions: It's an audio-visual and sensual
experience that embeds the spectator to the show and touches their feelings. We know how to
create such unforgettable moments - we did this kind of show many times in the past and
implemented fixed full range multimedia show installations.
As a multimedia show is not just a combination of the single media, it's important to have an
experienced partner for doing such a spectacular event. This is where real multimedia show
happened in the past - maybe they are a perfect fit for your event too?


amusement parks



multimedia entertainment shows (those are very popular in Asia)



big public events



etc.

A full range multimedia show incorporates not only lasers, but consists of multi different media.
The most common media that are used for a multimedia show are laser, video, pyrotechnics,
fireworks, smoke/haze, hydro shields, water screens, projection screens (gauze, rear-projection,
front projection), fountains and CO2 effects.)
Multimedia show Element
1. Fountain control system
2. Water proof cable
3. Stainless steel water pump
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4. Stainless steel pipe
5. Ball valve as spare parts of fountain
6. Solenoid valve
7. Underwater LED light
8. Water screen\projector\laser machine
9. Water park Rain Dance and Rainbow Ring Fountain
10.

Irrigation System
1. Spray irrigation
2. Micro irrigation
3. Dropping irrigation
Our company is dedicated to the development of water-saving irrigation service. The main
products of our company are varieties of sprinklers and nozzles needed by urban landscape,
farmland irrigation and drip irrigation. Besides that, we also manufacture products that can be
equipped with the sprinklers and nozzles like rapid intake valve, hinge rod and valve boxes. All
our products are tested by ministry of water and drainage equipment speculates center. Our
company has won a good reputation depending on our good quality and excellent sales service.
The ideal of water art is existed in agriculture irrigation and garden irrigation in China or even in
the world. Our company would offer excellent products with advanced technology and
wonderful quality for orchards, greenhouses, farms, landscape, gardens, golf courses, lawns
and other places from villages to cities in the world.
Our company manufactures nearly a hundred-garden irrigation equipment, garden irrigation
equipment, agricultural sprinkler heads, sprinkler irrigation of agricultural irrigation equipment,
agricultural greenhouse micro-irrigation equipment. Besides that, our company also offers
supported automatic and manual equipment for irrigation system including automatic lawn
sprinkler solenoid valve, automatic sprinkler controllers, rapid intake valves, pumping
equipment, filters, rain sensor and exhaust valves. We also manage sprayers, pruning shears for
planting flowers, and various types of gun and fountain nozzles and other gardening tools.

Fountain Nozzles
As a supplier of fountain nozzles, our company sells all kinds of fountain nozzles with different
specifications (copper or stainless steel material), wholesale and retail nozzles series for micro
drip irrigation and agriculture, landscaping, dust and other related projects and geography
nozzle series. One –dimensional and two-dimensional numerical control swing nozzles in nozzle
series are currently the latest generation of CNC nozzle. These CNC nozzles in nozzle series can
interpret a variety of dynamic effects for large scale fountains. Besides that, the water shape
can swing faster and has larger output swing torque and power, higher spray height, and longer
product life. For now, as a supplier of fountain nozzles, our company has developed one
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dimensional and two dimensional CNC nozzle series, with the specifications of
DN40、 DN50、 DN65. Their spray heights can reach to 12m, 20m and 30m. What’s more, our
company can customize products with higher height and bigger specifications.
Technology for nozzle series
This nozzle in fountain nozzles is designed on the disadvantages and advantages of present
nozzles and did a series of innovation design. As a supplier of fountain nozzles, our company
gets the guidance of professional teachers and senior experts in domestic fountain industry. We
have filed several invention patents and utility model patents. Shell of nozzle series adopts
three processes: stainless steel precision casting, aluminum die casting electrophoresis, antiseawater corrosion ceramic metal composite. In motor selection, there is a stepper motor and
servo motor. As for sensing control, we currently adopt Truck waterproof sensor from
Germany.
Rotating nozzles in fountain nozzles
Rotating nozzle is also known as. The nozzles can rotate with the promotion of centrifugal force
and its anti-force. Our nozzles can form different and beautiful shapes because the nozzles in
fountain nozzles have different bending degree and different tilt angles. These nozzles are
suitable for outdoor plaza. The materials of this nozzle are stainless steel.

2.Swing nozzles
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3. Adjustable nozzles in nozzle series
Nozzle in fountain nozzles can show you different fountain effects with the same nozzle.

OUR Customer:
Vadodara Municipal Corporation
Gujarat Science city, Ahmadabad
Amrapali Group of industry, Ahmadabad
L&T
Gail
ONGC
Porbandar Corporation
Junagadh Municipal Corporation
EVA mall, Vadodara
NEVIA, Sanad
Apollo tyre
Rajhans group, Surat.

Thanking you,
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Yours faithfully,
For. TRISTAR ENTERPRISE
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